EU-55CL

Full Size
Stereo Headphones - Clear
Color
Clear

At those times you need the music the most, the EU-55CL stereo headphones
is there for you. With spectacular highs and lows bring your music to life while
the soft cushion, flexible headband and its adjustable full size ear cups ensure
comfortable listening for hours on end.
The Sangean EU-55CL On-Ear Headset packs satisfying, full-range sound into
a headphone with a stylish finish. The sleek, black design features leatherette
ear cups for comfortable wear. The dynamic voice coil micro speaker covers a
wide frequency range with extensive audio detail and delivers strikingly
realistic sound.
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Main Features
On-Ear Headset With Stylish Finish
Micro Speaker
High Density Compressed Ear Cups
Adjustable Soft Cushion Headband
Tangle Resistant Cable

SPECIFICATIONS

Dynamic Voice Coil
A pair of powerful dynamic voice coils in the EU-55CL headphone gives
you rich and balanced full-range sound from your favorite music, podcasts,
and audiobooks. Delivering strong bass response with a low end reaching
to 20Hz and a lightweight but sturdy Mylar diaphragm for reduced
headphone weight, the EU-55CL is the perfect companion for listening to
your music on the go.

Style
Driver Design
Driver Components
Driver Diameter
Rated Power
Maximum Power
Frequency Response
Sensitivity
Impedance
Input Connections
Weight
Color
Dimension

On-ear
Dynamic Voice Coil
Mylar diaphragm, CCAW voice coil, NdFeB magnet
40mm
30mW ( 0.98V )
100mW ( 1.79V )
20Hz¡V 20kHz
113db +/- 3db @ 1mW
32 ohms
3.5mm
4.3 oz
Clear
7.56" ( L ) x 6.38" ( W ) x 2.68" ( H )

High Density Compressed Ear Cups
The high density compressed ear cups allow for comfortable listening,
long-term wear, and superior passive noise isolation. Block out the outside
world for hours with the supra-aural (on-ear) ear cups that feature plush,
comfortable leatherette material to reduce pressure and ear fatigue during
extended periods of listening.

Adjsutable Soft Cushion Flexible Headband
Lets you experience your music in complete comfort.

Tangle Resistant Cable
The enhanced, durable cabling for hassle-free storage and easier transport.
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